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The representation of migrants on the web

A cross-linguistic case-study in which the
methods of corpus linguistics are combined with
discourse analysis to investigate the
representation of migrants on the web. It
interrogates blogs – some of them in Italian in the
English version - concerned with migration in the
Mediterranean Sea, and searches for a prejudice-
free language which recognizes, respects, and
humanizes the subjectivities of each migrant.



Triandafyllidou A. 1999: 65-88

“De-individuation of immigrants […] treated not as
individuals but as members of a given group that is
categorised aforehand. Thus, Albanians are
criminals, Nigerians are prostitutes and Moroccans
are dishonest, for instance. Moreover, such
personality features are taken as genetically given
and unchangeable. Therefore, the ‘rational’
solution is that these people ‘remain in their
countries’” (p.83).

1990-95. L’Espresso and Panorama.



Sciortino G. & Colombo A. (2004)

A content analysis of current affairs magazines
(L’Espresso, Panorama and L’Europeo)
between 1969 and 2001 shows that the most
frequent category or context within which
migrants were discussed was:

- 1969-1981: economy and labour market

- 1982-1991: politics and legislation

- 1992-2001: deviance

1969-2001. L’Espresso, Panorama and L’Europeo.



Discourses of refugees and asylum seekers     
in the UK press, 1996-2006

PAUL BAKER, COSTAS GABRIELATOS, MAJID
KHOSRAVINIK, MICHAŁ KRZYŻANOWSKI, TONY
MCENERY AND RUTH WODAK . 2008.

‘A useful methodological synergy? Combining
critical discourse analysis and corpus linguistics to
examine discourses of refugees and asylum
seekers in the UK press’.

Discourse & Society SAGE Publications (Los
Angeles, London, New Delhi and

Singapore) Vol. 19(3): 273–306.



The RASIM project

Identified 8 main categories of reference,
which were regularly used to negatively
evaluate migrants:

(i) provenance/transit/destination, (ii) number, 

(iii) entry, (iv) economic problems, 

(v) residence, (vi) return/repatriation,

(vii) legality, and (viii) plight.



Rasinger S. (2010)

Using transitivity analysis (in the systemic
functional linguistic sense), he finds that migrants
in headlines were predominantly actors of
negative processes, and this motif of threat is
also confirmed through the corpus analysis.

Cambridge Evening News



Taylor C. 2014: 368–400

A cross-linguistic corpus-assisted discourse
study of the representation of migrants in the
UK and Italian press.

I. Nationality collocations with Refugees, Asylum
Seekers, Immigrants, Migrants and Italian
equivalents (RASIM and ICES).

II. Analysis of foregrounded nationalities through
the moral panic framework based

on Cohen 1972, McEnery 2005.



i. ‘Object of offence’ - that which is identified as problematic;

ii. ‘Scapegoat’ - that which is the cause of, or which propagates
the cause of, offence;

iii. ‘Moral entrepreneur’ - the person/group campaigning against
the object of offence;

iv. ‘Consequence’ - the negative results which it is claimed will
follow from a failure to eliminate the object of offence;

v. ‘Corrective action’ - the actions to be taken to eliminate the
object of offence;

vi. ‘Desired outcome’ - the positive results which will follow from
the elimination of the object of offence;

vii. Rhetoric’ - ‘register marked by a strong reliance on evaluative
lexis that is polar and extreme.

(adapted from McEnery 2005: 6–7)



A work-in-progress cross-linguistic corpus-
assisted discourse  study

This CL CADS work falls within a tradition led by
Stubbs (e.g. 1996) and Mautner (e.g. 1995, 2009,
2010) and recently driven by Baker and
associated Lancaster-based research groups (e.g.
Baker 2006, 2012; Baker et al. 2008; Baker et al.
2013, Gabrielatos et al. 2012). Corpora were
analyzed using Wordsmith Tools 5 (Scott 2008).

see Partington et al. 2013 for a set of case-studies and
visit www.gabrielatos.com/ for an up-to-date CLDA Biblio

http://www.gabrielatos.com/


Fortress Europe 
Il blog di Gabriele Del 
Grande.

PROTOCOLLO DEONTOLOGICO CONCERNENTE 
RICHIEDENTI ASILO, RIFUGIATI, VITTIME DELLA 
TRATTA E MIGRANTI

CODE OF CONDUCT REGARDING ASYLUM
SEEKERS, REFUGEES, VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING
AND MIGRANTS

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ON-THE-BRIDES-SIDE/458506447629142?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ON-THE-BRIDES-SIDE/458506447629142?fref=ts
http://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.unhcr.it/notizie/carta-di-roma&ei=xBMfVcu_FK6P7AbyqIGICw&bvm=bv.89947451,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNES9TDvFHY4t-eHQ_QKfJoTMFZ3Ng&ust=1428186283480549
http://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.unhcr.it/notizie/carta-di-roma&ei=xBMfVcu_FK6P7AbyqIGICw&bvm=bv.89947451,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNES9TDvFHY4t-eHQ_QKfJoTMFZ3Ng&ust=1428186283480549


The Charter of Rome

The National Council of the Journalists’ Association and
the Italian National Press Federation […] as regards the
fundamental duty to respect each and every person
and his/her dignity and to not discriminate against
anyone on account of their race, religion, gender,
physical and mental conditions and political opinions
[…] invite Italian journalists to:

exercise the highest care in dealing with information
regarding asylum seekers, refugees, victims of
trafficking and migrants living in Italy and elsewhere



La Carta di Roma

Il Consiglio Nazionale dell’Ordine dei Giornalisti e la
Federazione Nazionale della Stampa Italiana […] con
particolare riguardo al dovere fondamentale di
rispettare la persona e la sua dignità e di non
discriminare nessuno per la razza, la religione, il sesso,
le condizioni fisiche e mentali e le opinioni politiche […]
invitano […] i giornalisti italiani a:
osservare la massima attenzione nel trattamento
delle informazioni concernenti i richiedenti asilo, i
rifugiati, le vittime della tratta ed i migranti nel
territorio della Repubblica Italiana ed
altrove



The Charter of Rome vs. La Carta di Roma

a. Adopt an appropriate terminology which reflects
national and international law so as to provide readers
and viewers with the greatest adherence to the truth
as regards all events which are the subject of media
coverage, avoiding the use of inappropriate terms;

a. Adottare termini giuridicamente appropriati sempre
al fine di restituire al lettore ed all’utente la massima
aderenza alla realtà dei fatti, evitando l’uso di termini
impropri;



b. Avoid spreading inaccurate, simplified or distorted
information as regards asylum seekers, refugees, victims
of trafficking and migrants […] attention to the negative
effects of superficial or unprofessional behaviour on
those who are the object of news coverage, on
readers/viewers […]. Superficial behaviour may include
associating different news items in an inappropriate
manner and may engender unwarranted apprehension
among the public.
b. Evitare la diffusione di informazioni imprecise,
sommarie o distorte riguardo a richiedenti asilo, rifugiati,
vittime della tratta e migranti. (…) danno che può essere
arrecato da comportamenti superficiali e non corretti,
che possano suscitare allarmi ingiustificati, anche
attraverso improprie associazioni di notizie, alle persone
oggetto di notizia.



R in the Charter of Rome 

• A person who has been granted refugee status on the
basis of the 1951 Geneva Convention on refugees,
which Italy is a member to[…]. Article 1 of the
Convention defines a refugee as a person having a
‘well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion, [who] is outside the
country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection
of that country’. A person is granted refugee status if
he/she can demonstrate that he/she is the victim of an
individual persecution.



AS in the Charter of Rome

• A person who is outside the country of his/per
nationality and submits an application to be granted
refugee status, or other forms of international
protection, in a different country on the basis of the
1951 Geneva Convention on refugees. He/she is an
asylum seeker and has the right to reside in the host
country as a legal alien until a final decision has been
reached by the competent authorities. Asylum seekers
are thus not irregular migrants, though they may enter
the host country without identity papers or in an
irregular manner, e.g. through so-called ‘mixed
migration flows’, which are made up of both irregular
migrants and potential refugees.



I/M in the Charter of Rome

• A person who chooses of his/her own accord to leave is/her
home country in search of work and of better economic
conditions elsewhere. Unlike refugees, migrants may return
home without prejudice to their safety.

• An irregular migrant, often defined as a ‘clandestine’
migrant in Italy, is a person who: a) has entered a country
avoiding detection at the border; b) has entered the
country in a regular manner, e.g. on a tourist visa, and has
not left after his/her entry visa has expired (thus becoming
a so-called ‘overstayer’); or c) has not left the territory of
the destination country subsequent to receipt of an
expulsion order.





RASIM



RASIM



RASIM
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RASIM 



Platform for International Cooperation on
Undocumented Migrants

PICUM Initiative (June 2014) promotes
accurate and human terminology with
reference to migrants.

At the International Migrant Day (18
December 2014) with the slogan Words
Matter! PICUM campaigns for the use of the
impartial terms ‘undocumented’ or ‘irregular’
in all EU languages.









The Charter of Lampedusa (R)

(1) The immediate inclusion of those requesting
international protection and of refugees into
economic and social life.

(2) detention camps, for the entire time required to
process the claim for a refugee status.

(3) forcing thousands of beings into precarious life
and subsistence conditions, in refugee camps for
long periods of time

Refugee* occurs 3 times  in the Charter of Lampedusa 



The Charter of Lampedusa (AS)

(1) Those who come from so-called ‘third countries”,
particularly international asylum seekers.

(2) Asylum seekers should have freedom of choice as
regards the country where they are applying for
international protection.

(3) favour the European Union’s choices in relation to
asylum seekers intended to delocate or externalize
protection, by transferring people on a selective basis
(resettlement), or impeding their arrival in Europe
(regional protection program);

(4) […] confining asylum seekers in spaces which are, to all
effects, detention camps,



The Charter of Lampedusa (I/M)

(1) (…) the legal, economic and social inferiorization of
migrants; (…)

(2) forms of neo-slavery and exploitation of migrants
also entail forms of blackmail and violence, both
physical and psychological (…)

(3) surveillance operations in the Mediterranean and
refoulement of migrants in extraterritorial regime.

(4) One of the main instruments of subordination and
control of migrants is the strong link between the
right to residence and the fulfillment of more or less
complicated bureaucratic formalities.

No concordance entry for immigrant(s) and 19 occurrences
for migrant(s).



The Charter of Lampedusa (M)

(1) which directly or indirectly criminalize the rescue,
reception and hospitality of migrants, regardless of the
‘legality’ of their entry and of their stay. II.2-F

(2) and stigmatization are enacted through the constant
denial of the right of migrants to represent themselves
and narrate their stories in the media and/or

(3) the European agency Frontex, officially conceived to
combat the arrival of migrants in EU lands,



The Charter of Lampedusa and ‘Words Matter!’

(1) the use of terms such as ‘illegal’, which evoke
stereotypes and criminalizing prejudices, is
normalized and widespread, even in the texts of
laws,

(2) the immediate abolition of regulations which
directly or indirectly qualify people’s entry and/or
stay in a country as ‘illegal’,

No occurrence of ‘irregular’ or ‘undocumented’



(a)no distinction can or should be made between: people who can move
freely and those who cannot, (T) on the basis of their native
countries (P)

(b) economic, environmental and housing conditions, millions of (N)
people settle in a place without any access to its political and social
life.

(c) the immediate abolition of regulations which directly or indirectly
qualify people’s entry (E) and/or stay in a country as ‘illegal’

(d) countries from which people are escaping because of conflicts, human
rights violation, lack of democracy (DC);

(e) this protection must also be guaranteed wherever these people
choose to settle (RES), so that they can build and fulfil their life
plans;

(f) by transferring people on a selective basis (resettlement), or impeding
their arrival in Europe (regional protection program) (REP);

(g) the right to stay, exploit and differentiate people's legal status (L) and
their life chances,

(h) whether they are informally established for the detention and
confinement of people (P).

(a) Provenance/Transit/Destination; (b) Number; (c) Entry;
(d) Departure Cause; (e) Residence; (f) Return, Repatriation;
(g) Legality; (h) Plight (adapted from Baker et al. 2008: 286)

28 occurrences of ‘people’.  



(ENTRY) for -the immediate abolition of regulations which directly or
indirectly qualify people’s entry and/or stay in a country as ‘illegal’, -
the immediate annulment

(RESIDENCE) actually layered on the basis of income and is often
discriminatory, according to people’s citizenship;

(LEGALITY) l socio-economic systems manipulate the right to stay, exploit
and differentiate people's legal status and their life chances,

(TRANSIT) and civilian, including military training for refoulement and for
control of people’s mobility on international territories.

(PLIGHT) practices, means of control and legislations, limit people’s
freedom to preserve and constitute a family or affective core;

(SELF-REPRESENTATION (SR) Public resources for the production and
consumption of art and culture are often inaccessible, and it’s
important to not only be an object of other people’s narration.

(SR) securitarian language which distorts the reality of phenomena and
erases people’s stories, contributes to the intensification of
phenomena of racism and discrimination.



(1) those who can move freely and those who are subjected to
the needs of the destination country;

(2) those who can move freely and those who, to travel the
same path, must suffer discrimination, exploitation, violence

(3) those who can move freely and those who require
permission

(4) those who have the right to move freely and those forced to
face endless obstacles, not least […] the risk of losing their life,

(5) people who can move freely and those who cannot,
(6) Limit the freedom of movement […] of European citizens and

of those who come from so-called “third countries”
(7) the right to stay to all of those who have already entered
(8) secure and fast arrival for those who leave their territory of

birth
(9) block those who move out of need towards areas of

immediate safety;

‘Those’  occurs  22 times  



La Carta di Lampedusa

(1) l’uso ormai diffuso e normalizzato anche nei testi
di legge di termini come “clandestino”, che
rinviano a stereotipi e pregiudizi criminalizzanti.

(2) come reato l'ingresso e/o il soggiorno qualificato
come irregolare, nonché

No occurrence of immigrat*, extracomunitar*, stranier* 

No occurrence of illegal* and  senza document*



(1) la separazione tra persone che hanno il diritto di
muoversi liberamente e altre che

(2) di matrimoni tra persone entrambe non cittadine di
stati membri. La Carta di Lampedusa afferma i

(3) incanalare il percorso migratorio delle singole
persone, bloccandole in alcuni paesi,

(4) riferisce anche ai/alle minorenni adolescenti che
vanno considerati/e in quanto persone consapevoli,

(5) nei luoghi in cui le persone avranno scelto di stabilirsi
affinché possano costruire e realizzare il proprio
progetto di vita.



(6) utilizzo di espressioni e toni stigmatizzanti e
discriminatori nei confronti di persone in base alla loro
reale o presunta origine e/o appartenenza sociale,

(7) di attraversamento obbligato, fino a causare la morte
di decine di migliaia di persone nel tentativo di
raggiungerla.

(8) stanziate in tal campo per assicurare percorsi di arrivo
garantito delle persone che migrano per necessità,

(9) dispositivi di controllo e normative, limitano e/o
inibiscono la libertà delle persone di preservare e
costruire il proprio nucleo familiare



(1) di arrestare la mobilità delle e dei migranti;
consapevoli che il diktat di muoversi

(2) per contrastare l’arrivo delle e dei migranti nei
territori degli stati dell’Unione e

(3) della detenzione e del confinamento delle e dei
migranti e delle e dei

(4) schiavistico generalizzate nei confronti delle e dei
migranti implichino anche

(5) l'accoglienza e l'ospitalità delle e dei migranti a
prescindere dalla regolarità del

(6) atti a impedire l’accesso dei e delle migranti nei
territori degli stati dell’Unione

(8) così come la riammissione dei e delle migranti
espulsi/e dall’Unione europea



(9) respingimento dei e delle migranti in regime di
extraterritorialità.

(10) inferiorizzazione giuridica, economica e sociale dei e
delle migranti,

(11) all’auto-narrazione dei e delle migranti all’interno dei
media

(12) soggetti che speculano sulle vite dei e delle migranti,
La Carta di Lampedusa

(13) subordinazione e di controllo dei e delle migranti sia
lo stretto legame tra il

(14) sistema della detenzione amministrativa dei e delle
migranti privi/e di permesso di soggiorno

(15) spettacolarizzazione del momento dell’arrivo dei e
delle migranti, sull’isola di Lampedusa



(1) As well as confirming that no human being is illegal
(L). Not even when the law (L) says so.

(2) in 21st century thousands (N) died at sea around Italy
(T) and thousands (N) were arrested and deported
(L/R) from our cities. Whilst everybody pretended not
to see. At least 19,144 (N) people have died since
1988 along the European borders (T). Here are the
proofs. Below you can find our reportages.

(3) The stories (SR) of Kabbour, Nizar and Abderrahim.
Three names which tell the lives of those who lie
behind the statistics of the expulsions

machine (R).
Fortress Europe
Il blog di Gabriele Del 
Grande.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ON-THE-BRIDES-SIDE/458506447629142?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/pages/ON-THE-BRIDES-SIDE/458506447629142?fref=ts


Concluding Remarks

Our efforts at humanizing those who have been dehumanized by 
political rhetoric and the mainstream media will fail so long as 
we continue to recycle, year after year, the same categories. 
These are, on the one hand, categories of fear: clandestine, non-
EU, invasion, emergency, expulsion. And on the other hand, of 
welfarism: refugee, asylum seeker, rescue.

A better category to consider - provided to us via alternative 
discourses such as blogs - is that of people, individuals who are 
reacting against dictatorships and post-colonial borders. 
Migrants are people who want to live modern lives as legitimate 
citizens. They want, as everyone wants and is right to pursue, 
democracy and the freedom to move across borders in the 
pursuit of self-definition and self-fulfillment.

[adapted from Fortess Europe] 



Further study 

Lists of websites and blogs:

- European Alternatives: Democracy, Equality, 
Culture, Beyond the Nation state

- Mediterranean Affairs

- The Migrationist

- Migrants at sea (etc.)
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